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Abstract
In the Fall 2012 semester, a team of senior design students created an aperture which creates an image
using an ultra wideband (UWB) synthetic aperture radar (SAR). An image was created by moving the
radar by one centimeter increments and collecting enough data to piece together an image. Analysis of this
data was performed in post-processing. This project expanded upon this by creating a real-time imaging
technique of a continuously moving aperture executed through an intuitive and informative graphical user
interface. This system was tested under similar conditions and found no qualitative differences between the
previous team’s results and this project’s. This project permits the easy replication of tests, allowing the
utilization of the scientific method in future improvements and applications. It also serves as a tool to help
educate students about radar.
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Objectives	
  
The objectives for my honors research project were to improve and adapt the
method and operation of TimeDomain®’s Ultra Wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar.
Specifically, I was given three objectives: to integrate the driving software into one easyto-use MATLAB based graphical user interface (or GUI), to take scans in a continuous
motion, and to capture radar scans in real time and update the Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) image. The end result was expected to be a tool that could be used by engineers to
run repeatable tests to make improvements or by instructors in a classroom setting
teaching radar fundamentals.

Theory	
  
This section explains the theory behind ultrawideband radar (UWB) and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR). Ultrawideband radar refers to the type of radar that was used in
this project. Synthetic Aperture Radar is the type of radar system setup used, and it is
also used to describe the algorithm used to process data and create an image.
“Ultrawideband, synthetic aperture radar” can be used to describe the project with basic
clarity.

UWB	
  
The radar that I am working with is an ultra-wideband radar (UWB). It is ideally
used in indoor applications. It has a wide bandwidth and, correspondingly, a low
power spectral density. It has the ability to see through objects and helps the user get
a better understanding of what they do not see. The radar setup (see figure) consists
of one transmitter and one receiver. A typical radar has a transmitter and receiver
(sometimes more) and sends out a narrowband pulse with an objective of detecting a
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particular (usually metallic) object. An ultrawideband radar has a transmitter and a
receiver, but has a different objective. Because different materials have different
electromagnetic properties, they allow some portions of the pulse to pass through,
while reflecting some frequencies. This allows the user to “see through” objects
better than narrowband radar. Because the power spectral density is very low (power
from the radar is spread across a wide range of frequencies), UWB radar is safe to use
in an indoor environment, and it is safe to take scans of living organisms (including
humans). When directed to do so, the radar sends out an ultrawideband pulse. The
data received from a singular radar scan represents intensity at a corresponding radial
distance. If you represent this data graphically, it looks like Figure 1. Now if you
translate this radial intensity data into an aerial Cartesian map, it looks like Figure 2.
The red hemisphere tells the user that there is something at that radial distance, but
does not tell him or her exactly where. In order to get a more precise image, multiple
vantage points are needed along with a process of creating this image. For this
project the processing method used was synthetic aperture radar.

	
  
Figure 1 - Raw Radar Data Plot
Figure 2 - Aerial Radar Image
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SAR	
  
The imaging method for this project is known as synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
This method of imaging is used when a stationary object is being imaged by a moving
radar.

Analogous to 3D-filmmaking with two cameras and a known separation

distance, SAR requires more than one radar scan and the relative positions of the
radar throughout the run. The more scans it has (assuming the scans are far enough
apart), the clearer the image will become. In this project, the SAR image is created
using the following three steps. The first step is to create a 2D array of the radial
intensities of a radar scan (with respect to the relative position of the radar). The next
step is to add this array to the arrays from all of the other scans. Once this array is
formed, it is graphically depicted by using a color map where red represents the
highest intensity and blue represents the lowest intensity.

Normally the SAR

processing is performed after the run has taken place; however, for this project they
were updated in real-time. This real-time capability has a two-fold application. It
allows engineers working with the radar to see any potential problems as they happen,
and it helps students understand what a radar “sees” as it “sees” it. Figure 2 (in the
UWB section) shows an image with one radar scan. Figure 3 shows a SAR image
with two radar scans. Just by imaging with two scans, the user can already begin to
see something on the left side of the aperture.
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Figure 3 - Graph of Radar Scan

Overview	
  
The overview section provides a summary of important aspects of the project.
The starting point section goes over what parts of the project I inherited and credits those
who worked with this aperture in the past. The stepper motor section outlines the
parameters of the stepper motor, its setup, and its use. The MRM Radar section explains
what MRM radar is. The SAR section outlines the radar system that is used in this
project. The trial section explains the process that occurs when a trial is run.

Starting	
  Point	
  
Before I began this project, a previous UAH-EE senior design team worked on the
same aperture. This team consisted of George Bekkan, Thu Truong, and Michael
Jones. A copy of their Final Project Report may be obtained from the UAH Electrical
& Computer Engineering Office.
At the conclusion of their project, they had the radar mounted to a linear motion
screw drive connected to a stepper motor and MATLAB code to process the radar
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data at the conclusion of a trial or run. A run consisted of taking a radar scan, moving
an increment, stopping, taking another scan, and repeating these steps. There were
separate software components controlling the linear motion (controlled by a stepper
motor) and taking radar scans. An overlaying software element was used to move the
mouse between these two GUIs and type in appropriate values. After a run, the radar
data was then saved off into a log file. The MATLAB based SAR program was then
used to analyze the data from the log file and produce the SAR image.

Graphical	
  User	
  Interface	
  
The graphical user interface (GUI) is divided into three main sections. Refer to
Figure 5. The first, left-most section is dedicated to the stepper motor. The large button
either connects or disconnects the stepper motor depending on its current status.
Underneath the “Connect” button is a feature to adjust the position of the aperture if it is
too far out of alignment. Keep in mind that the aperture moves left to right when
standing in front of the radar. The middle section is the MRM section. The user can set
the IP address of the radar and connect the radar with the “MRM Connect” button. The
third section of the GUI is the “Scan Properties” section. In this section, the user can
choose the number of scans in the trial and the distance between the scans. Once the
properties are set, the user may run the trial by clicking “Run!” After a trial is complete,
the user may save the scan which includes the raw data, the radar locations, and the final
SAR image. Figure 4 shows the GUI after completing a trial. The majority of the space
in the GUI is used to display the SAR image.
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Figure 4 - GUI at Startup	
  

Figure 5 - GUI After a Trial
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Stepper	
  Motor	
  
The stepper motor controls the linear motion of the radar on the screw drive. A
Phidget® motor controller drives the stepper motor. In order to utilize the motor
controller, the Phidget libraries must be installed and a specific header file must be in
place within the working directory of the MATLAB function.

Figure 6 - Stepper Motor and Screw Drive

MRM	
  Radar	
  
Monostatic Radar Module (MRM) Radar refers to the hardware used to transmit
and receive radar pulses. The radar is monostatic because it has only one transmitter and
one receiver – as opposed to multistatic, which can have multiple transmitters and/or
multiple receivers.

Figure 8 - Front of MRM Radar

Figure 7 - Back of MRM Radar
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SAR	
  
The synthetic aperture radar portion of the project inputs raw radar data and an
associated radar location. It processes this data to produce an image which represents
objects mapped out in front of the radar. Images from multiple scans are added
together and scaled to produce images of greater clarity. An example of a SAR image
can be seen in Figure 4.

Trial	
  
A SAR Trial refers to a complete execution of the movement of the aperture,
along with the taking MRM scans, and processing and imaging the data in real-time.
Before a trial can take place, both the stepper motor and radar must be successfully
connected and initialized. Through the GUI, the user enters the number of scans they
would like to take along with the distance between scans. With these parameters set, they
click the “Run” button. The stepper motor is given time to accelerate and reach a
constant velocity by not taking the first scan until it has gone half the distance between
scans. Once the scan point is reached, the SAR program takes a scan, processes the radar
data, updates the SAR image, and waits for the next scan point. The program knows
when the motor has reached the next scan point by repeatedly querying the stepper motor
for its position. Once the scan is complete, the aperture returns to its starting position.
The travel distance would normally be found by multiplying the distance between
scans by the number of scans; however, to allow the stepper motor to reach a constant
velocity, it is given half of a spacing unit on either side of the trial.
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Figure 9 - Trial Diagram

Function	
  Explanations	
  
The GUI for this program was created by the GUIDE feature of MATLAB. The
main code for the program is contained within MRM_Project.m. The GUI may be
changed at any time through the editor in MATLAB. A copy of the figure is then saved
in the working directory, along with an updated M-file. For example, if a button is added
using GUIDE, once it is saved, an entry in the M-file is generated to allow for the
addition of supporting code for when the button is called. This section outlines what each
of the functions do in the main program as well as relevant supporting functions. Though
not necessary, these sections may be read alongside the code for greater clarity as to how
the program operates.

Opening	
  Function	
  &	
  Constants	
  
This function is executed whenever MRM_Project is first run. When writing the
code for this tool, I made every effort not to leave hardcoded constants scattered
throughout the program. I did this with the intent of it being easier to further update and
improve the project. Any hardcoded constants should be hardcoded in the opening
function of the program. They are often bundled into structures and passed into various
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functions using a global variable. The most commonly changed constants may be easily
modified in the GUI, which then imports them into the program. Some constants,
however, do not need to be changed, unless someone is making an improvement to the
tool. These constants may be found in the opening function. Four sets of constants are
initialized here.
The first set is processing or conversion constants. The “incrPerCM” constant is a
crucial constant that is used to convert stepper motor increments into a physical distance.
This value may be updated if a more accurate value is found. “iterPerCM” is an
overestimate of the time it takes to execute the "waiting" while loop in "Move Left" and
"Move Right." Sometimes when commanded to move to a certain spot, the stepper motor
stops a few (~1-5) increments short of its target. By adding an element of time to the
waiting loop, if the stepper reaches its target, and is off by just a hair, it will not get stuck
in an infinite loop. “stepperHangle” is the handle given to the stepper motor once
connected. While the stepper motor is not connected, it is set to -1. A value of -1
indicates to other parts of the code that the stepper motor is not connected.
The second set of constants is the Stepper Motor Constants. They are the velocity
limit, the acceleration value, and the current limit. The current limit is currently set to
operate at 1 Amp. This was set by trial and error. A higher, more exact limit may be set
by running a current test.
The third set of constants is the MRM Constants. These constants are used to
initialize and connect the MRM Radar. “scanStartPs” is used to match the delay that
occurs between when the radar starts taking the scans and when the first meaningful scan
returns. “C_mps” is the speed of light. “maxDistance” is how far out the radar is set to
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receive data. “scanStopPs” is calculated from the scan start time and “maxDistance”.
The other four constants are sufficiently commented and should not be adjusted unless
instructed to do so by TimeDomain® or proper explanation has been provided.
The final set of constants is the SAR Constants. These constants are used to
process the data during a SAR trial. This section contains physical constants used for
data conversion and constants which determine certain filters to run the data through.
Finally, there are parameters to adjust the SAR image window size.

Closing	
  Function	
  
The handle to the closing function is set within the opening function. The main
purpose of the closing function is to disconnect the stepper motor. If the stepper motor is
not properly disconnected, it can be difficult to connect the stepper motor if the program
is reopened.

Stepper	
  Connect	
  and	
  Disconnect	
  
The “Stepper Connect” or “Stepper Disconnect” button is used whenever the user
wants to connect to the stepper motor and initialize certain parameters. The button used
to call this function is “Pushbutton 1.” The first step to connect the stepper motor is to
load the Phidget library into MATLAB. An “if” statement checks to see if the stepper
motor is currently connected. If it is disconnected, it creates a handle for the stepper
motor. A connection is now opened. If the connection is successful, several constants
are initialized including the velocity limit, the acceleration rate, the current limit, and the
current position. These values may be changed in the opening function in the constants
section. Once the parameters are set, the stepper motor is engaged and the current
position is checked (it should be zero). If the stepper is unable to connect, the stepper
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handle is set to -1 (disconnected), and the user is notified of the issue. When the function
is first called, if the stepper motor is already connected (the stepper handle is not -1), it
attempts to disconnect. The functions are called in succession: disengage, close, and
delete. The stepper handle is set to -1 to indicate to other parts of the code that the
stepper motor is not connected.

Move	
  Left	
  and	
  Right	
  
“Move Left” and “Move Right” allow the operator to adjust the position of the
aperture before a trial is made. After the library is loaded, a check is made to make sure
that the stepper motor is connected. Assuming it is, the value for the move distance is
taken from the edit box. The maximum number of (time) iterations is found from this
value, as well as the number of (spatial) increments. This number is added to the current
position to find the new target position. Once the target position is found, the stepper
motor is commanded to move there. A while loop waits for one of two things (whichever
comes first): the stepper motor to meet or exceed its target or enough time to pass which
would allow the stepper motor to reach the target. This time portion of the loop is
necessary because the stepper motor has the potential to stop a few increments short (an
increment is a little more than a micrometer). Once this loop is terminated, the current
position is found and stored as a global variable.

MRM	
  Connect	
  
The MRM Connect function connects to and initializes the radar. The first step is
to grab the IP address of the radar from the edit boxes and store it off. The MRM
constants are then passed through to the function MRMConnect.
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MRMConnect first unpacks the constants.

After that it opens a socket for

communicating with the MRM. Once a socket is open, a request is made to get the
configuration of the MRM. After a brief period, the return packet is read back. If no
packet was returned, it is flagged as “Unable to Connect”, and the user is notified. If a
packet was returned, the data is parsed into a usable form; namely, a configuration
structure. Particular aspects of this configuration structure are changed based on MRM
constants set in the opening function. These changes include the start and stop time (in
picoseconds), then pulse integration index, and the transmit gain. If no timestamp was
returned in the configuration data, it is added to the structure and set to zero to avoid a
potential error.

This new configuration structure is now sent to the radar via the

“set_cfg_rqst” function in which the new information is translated to packet data and sent
to the radar. After a brief delay to ensure the packet was received and a message was
sent back, a confirmation message is received via “read_pckt.” If the confirm message is
not read, the user is notified of the problem. Once this portion of the code is reached, the
MRM is connected and initialized, so the user is notified of its status. Before the function
returns, a “dummy” radar scan is taken in order to accurately account for the number of
data points in a radar scan. This information is saved in the radar constants structure
“MRMConsts.” Once successfully connected, the program will be able to take radar
scans in real-time.

Run!	
  
“Run!” is the function that combines all aspects of the project (the stepper motor,
the radar, and the SAR processing) and integrates them into one easy-to-use, real-time
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imaging, radar application. This is the function that all other functions support in this
project, and it is also the largest and most involved.
After changing settings on the GUI, a series of checks are made to ensure the
system is ready to begin. Both the radar and the stepper motor are checked to ensure that
they are connected. Then the global variables are imported. Two user inputs are at the
heart of this function. They are the number of scans in the trial (“numScans”) and the
space between the scans (“spacing”). The number of data points in one radar scan –
which was found in “MRM Connect” – is passed through from an MRM constant to a
SAR constant. Some of the constants are unpacked from their structures for easier use.
The first step of the process is to define a grid to use. This is created from the constants
“Xmin,” “Xmax,” “Ymin,” “Ymax,” and “dXY”. This grid and its properties are saved
into “scanData.” “scanData” is a structure which is used later on by the save feature
which saves pertinent information about the trial. This 2D grid is then transformed into a
1D array for easier indexing and processing.
The next step is to calculate radar locations. The radar locations are determined
so that they are symmetric about the Y-axis and they all lie on the X-axis. This means
that the radar intensities from the first scan are offset on the SAR image, but by the end
of the trial the last scan is the same distance from the center as the first scan. The radar
locations are also saved off into “scanData”.
Next, a time array and a spatial array are determined based on the number of data
points. The time vector represents the time in which each data point from the radar was
taken. The spatial array represents the radial distance away from the radar where these
intensities occur. The time vector is determined by creating an array from zero to the
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number of data points – 1 and multiplying it by the sampling time. The spatial array is
found by multiplying the time vector by the speed of light, converting to centimeters and
dividing by 2 due to the out-and-back nature of radar. Because of hardware noise and
interference between the transmitter and receiver, the initial result may be suppressed
based on constants set in the opening function.
Once the time and spatial array are created, the GUI is set to start receiving SAR
images. First, if there is already an axis in the MRM Project figure, it is deleted. Then a
new plot is created with normalized units, a white background, and gridlines. The size
and shape of the plot is set, and the X- and Y- axes are labeled. Empty arrays are created
to put scan data into while the trail is running. Then calibration data is loaded if there is
data available. The calibration data was only used in experimentation; it is not part of the
project.
The next segment of code calculates values used by the stepper motor during the
trial. See Trial for a more detailed explanation of why these values are chosen. First, the
travel distance is calculated by converting spacing back into centimeters and multiplying
it by one more than the total number of scans. The current position is saved so that the
stepper motor can return at the end of the run. The target position (in incremental units)
is calculated by multiplying the travel distance [cm] by the constant, increments per
centimeter [incr/cm], and then subtracting it from the current position. This value is
subtracted because the stepper motor is moving from left to right. If the stepper moves
from right to left, the terms are added. Next the number of increments in one spacing
element is found by multiplying the spacing length (in centimeters) by the number of
increments in one centimeter. The next step is to calculate values for the scan increment
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array. This array contains the locations (in increments) of the radar when it takes a scan.
The first scan is taken at half a spacing increment away from the current position. This
allows the motor time to reach a constant velocity. The last scan is taken half a spacing
length away from the target position. This allows the motor time to decelerate.
This ends the initialization portion of the code.

After this, breakpoints are

discouraged unless only one scan is taken because these steps must be taken in a timely
manner. This first step is to send the stepper motor to its target position. Then a “for”
loop is started which is dependent on the number of scans. Inside the loop, the first step
is to wait for the radar to reach the first scan position. If the current position is not at or
past the first calculated radar position, it queries the stepper motor for its current position.
This value is translated into a “double” variable, and the loop repeats itself until this
condition is met. As soon as this position is reached, a command is sent to the radar to
take a scan. The function “MRMSingleScan” receives the radar constants, takes a scan,
and returns the raw radar data. This raw data is then saved off into “scanData,” so that it
may be analyzed at a later time if needed. After this step, if there is calibration data, it is
subtracted out. A new SAR image is created in the Update SAR function. This function
imports constants, the filtered radar data, and the radar location from this scan and creates
a SAR image for this (one) scan. This image data (newIMG) is added to the sum of all
previous SAR scans (currentIMG). The currentIMG is a 1-D array and must be reshaped
into a 2-D array that can be represented graphically. This 2-D array is then flipped
because of the direction that the stepper motor is traveling is opposite of what the SAR
image produces. The next step is to update the SAR image on the GUI. First, a check is
made to see if there is already an image displayed. If there is, it is deleted. The image is
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scaled to be displayed on a color map so that the lowest datum is represented at dark blue
and the highest datum is represented as bright red. Then the radar location is plotted on
the figure with a black dot. This is repeated for each scan, and the effect is that the user
sees an updated SAR image after each scan in real time.
Once this loop is completed, the final image is saved into scanData. Options are
enabled which allow the user to pop-out the final image or save the trial data. Now that
all the scans have been taken, the stepper motor needs to be sent home. A value is
created for an overestimate of the time needed for the stepper motor to return home.
Now the program waits to make sure the aperture arrives back at its starting position.
This waiting logic is similar to “Move Left” and “Move Right.” The last step is to let the
user know that the scan is complete.

Update	
  SAR	
  
Update SAR operates by inputting raw radar data and radar locations and
outputting a Cartesian image. The first step is to unpack constants and then suppress
initial noise. This is accomplished by scaling down the intensities of raw data from the
receiver out to a specified distance. Next is a side lobe check, followed by the start of the
main SAR processing. A Hilbert transform of the radar data is performed. Next a grid is
created which represents the distance from the radar location to every pixel differential
area on the grid. From the distance grid, a time grid is created by dividing by the speed
of light and multiplying by two to account for the out-and-back nature of radar. Next an
index grid is created. This grid assigns an index value to every point on the grid. The
index number is associated with the index of the raw data scan. dIgrid creates an array
containing the error from this index grid. Then any index values that are not within the
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scan are removed. Finally, the SAR image is created which will later be added to
previous images to create an updated SAR image.

Pop	
  Out	
  Image	
  
The Pop-Out Image button is used to move a finished SAR image from locked
axes to a figure, which is not as limited. The user is able to zoom in on a figure and
adjust the window’s size. First constants are unpacked, a figure is created, and the handle
to that figure is saved. Next, properties of the figure are set and axis labels are added.
Finally the image is plotted along with the radar locations.

Save	
  
The purpose of the save feature is to save relevant data from a trial so that it may
be analyzed and examined at a later time and it makes comparisons between scans easier.
There are three files that are saved. The first is a structure with raw data and variables
such as the radar locations, the raw radar data from each scan, and the array with the final
image. The other two files are a MATLAB figure of the SAR image and a JPEG of the
SAR image.
The first step is to call the Pop-Out Image function. Then the save name is
captured from the edit box. The handle is received from the figure which is now open
and the name of the figure is set to be the save name. The program then creates a folder
named “SavedTrials” if one doesn’t already exist and changes the current directory to this
one. Next, a check is made to see if there is already a folder with the same name as the
desired save name. If there is, the figure is closed, the directory is moved back up to
what it was originally, a message is sent to the user to create a unique save name, and the
function is terminated. This is done to prevent overriding a previously saved trial. If the
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save name is indeed a unique name, a folder is made with this save name. Next both the
figure and the JPEG are saved, the figure is closed, and the scanData structure is saved
into this new folder. The directory is changed back to the original directory and a
message is sent to the user that the save was successful.

Recommendations	
  
As with most engineers it is always tempting to continue making improvements to
a product and this project is no different. I hope to see another individual or team take
this project and make the improvement listed here a reality.

I have attempted to

categorize the improvements into three different categories based on the three
components in this project: the stepper motor, the radar, and the SAR processing.
The stepper motor functionality could be improved in a variety of ways: one is to
mount a calibration switch to detect when the stepper motor has reached the end of the
track. This can be utilized on initialization by having the stepper motor move all the way
to one side before setting the zero point. Another setting which could be changed on the
stepper motor is to have it run trials in both directions, instead of returning to the starting
point each time.
The radar could be improved by calibrating the scans and matching the “time
zero” point so that the SAR image more closely matches the physical layout and
dimensions. Another functionality improvement might be setting the scan start and stop
point of the radar to a range specified by the user. For instance, if the user only cared
about targets between five and seven feet away, the radar would only scan in that area,
and the SAR image would update appropriately. As always, improvements could be
made to the radar to reduce the noise seen by the radar.
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The SAR imaging could be improved in a variety of ways. For instance, instead
of automatically scaling to the largest intensity, an option could be included to set and
adjust it manually. Along those same lines, a feature could be added to suppress known
objects. For instance, if a user was looking through a wall, they would be able to select
an area on the SAR image which represents the wall and suppress the intensity. This
would have the effect of amplifying what it is they want to see on the other side of the
wall.
Along with these features, an additional tool could be developed to compare
saved scans and perform other post-processing tasks. There are probably plenty of other
improvements which can be made on this system, and I hope that these recommendations
along with this thesis will be able to help the next project involving ultrawideband
synthetic aperture radar.

Conclusion	
  
The objectives from this honors research project were specifically to improve the
ultrawideband synthetic aperture radar in the following ways: integrate the
functionally of the system and link all hardware and software components into a
graphical user interface, take continuous motion scans, and update the SAR image in
real time when performing a trial. The finished product meets and exceeds these
requirements. As a result of this project, this radar has an immensely increased ease
of use. This allows engineers to make repetitive tests on the product to improve and
ensure reliability. Because of the real-time capabilities of this product, students will
be able to learn and understand the workings of radar, which is intended to help
inspire a new generation of engineers.
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MRM	
  Project	
  Code	
  
function varargout = MRM_Project(varargin)
% MRM_PROJECT MATLAB code for MRM_Project.fig
%
MRM_PROJECT, by itself, creates a new MRM_PROJECT or raises the
existing
%
singleton*.
%
%
H = MRM_PROJECT returns the handle to a new MRM_PROJECT or the
handle to
%
the existing singleton*.
%
%
MRM_PROJECT('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the
local
%
function named CALLBACK in MRM_PROJECT.M with the given input
arguments.
%
%
MRM_PROJECT('Property','Value',...) creates a new MRM_PROJECT or
raises the
%
existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value
pairs are
%
applied to the GUI before MRM_Project_OpeningFcn gets called.
An
%
unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property
application
%
stop. All inputs are passed to MRM_Project_OpeningFcn via
varargin.
%
%
*See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only
one
%
instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help MRM_Project
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 14-Mar-2013 15:59:18
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @MRM_Project_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @MRM_Project_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',
[]);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
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end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before MRM_Project is made visible.
function MRM_Project_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin
command line arguments to MRM_Project (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for MRM_Project
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
%--------------------------------------------------------------------%define global parameters
global incrPerCM stepperHandle iterPerCM MRMConsts stepperConsts const
%Initialize Processing/Conversion Constants
incrPerCM=7976; %Distance Conversion
iterPerCM=55000; %While Loop Time Conversion - Used in Move Left and
Move Right to estimate Waiting Time
stepperHandle=-1; %Indicates that the stepper motor is currently
disabled.
...This is changed when the stepper motor is connected
%Initialize Stepper Motor Constants
stepperConsts.velocityLimit=6200;
stepperConsts.acceleration=87543;
stepperConsts.currentLimit=1;
%Initialize MRM Constants
MRMConsts.scanStartPs = 11000; % Adjust this to match antenna delay
MRMConsts.C_mps = 299792458;
maxDistance_m = 4; % MRM will quantize to closest above this number
MRMConsts.scanStopPs = MRMConsts.scanStartPs +
(2*maxDistance_m/MRMConsts.C_mps)*1e12; % 1e12 ps in one sec
MRMConsts.pulseIntegrationIndex = 12; % The number of pulses per scan
point
MRMConsts.transmitGain = 0; % Tx power (0 for FCC legal)
MRMConsts.scanIntervalTime_ms = 143; % Time between start of each scan
in millisecs
MRMConsts.scanRes_ps = 61; % 61 picoseconds between each data point
(from API.) Used for plotting.
%Initialize SAR Constants
const.Tsmp=0.061;
const.f0 = 3.911;
% GHz
const.c=MRMConsts.C_mps/10e12;
%const.c = 0.00029979;
% m/ps
const.suppress_init_noise=1;
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const.suppression_factor = 100;
const.side_lobe_chk = 1;
const.sl_spacing = 1;
const.suppress_max_dist = 1; %m
% Cross range parameters
const.Xmin = -5; % m
const.Xmax = 5; % m
% Down range parameters
const.Ymin = 0; % m
const.Ymax = 5; % m
%differental area
const.dXY = 0.01; % m
%Disable the Save Button (Nothing to Save)
set(handles.pushbutton7,'Enable','off')
%Create a Closing Function
set(handles.figure1,'CloseRequestFcn','myCloseFunction')
%---------------------------------------------------------------------% UIWAIT makes MRM_Project wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = MRM_Project_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.
%------------- Stepper Connect------------------------function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
%Stepper Connect/Disconnect
global stepperHandle currPosition valPtr stepperConsts
loadlibrary phidget21 phidget21Matlab.h;
t = timer('TimerFcn','disp(''waiting...'')', 'StartDelay', 0.5);
if stepperHandle==-1
%Currently Disconnected, so Connect
set(handles.text13,'String','Connecting...','ForegroundColor','k')
%Stepper Commands
stepperPTR = libpointer('int32Ptr', 0);
valPtr = libpointer('int64Ptr', 0);
calllib('phidget21' , 'CPhidgetStepper_create', stepperPTR);
stepperHandle = get(stepperPTR, 'Value');
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidget_open', stepperHandle, -1);
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if calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidget_waitForAttachment',
stepperHandle, 2500) == 0
%Stepper Successfully Connected
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setVelocityLimit',
stepperHandle, 0, stepperConsts.velocityLimit); %was 6200
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setAcceleration',
stepperHandle, 0, stepperConsts.acceleration); %was 87543
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setCurrentLimit',
stepperHandle, 0, stepperConsts.currentLimit); %was 0.26
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, 0);

%Set to wait 1 second
start(t);
wait(t);
%Engage Stepper Motor in Index 0
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setEngaged',
stepperHandle, 0, 1);
start(t);
wait(t);
%Get current Position
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
%set(handles.text14,'String',currPosition);
%Set label
set(handles.text13,'String','Connected!','ForegroundColor','g')
set(handles.pushbutton1,'String','Stepper
Disconnect','ForegroundColor','k')
else
%Set Stepper Handle
stepperHandle=-1;
%Set label
set(handles.text13,'String','Could Not
Connect','ForegroundColor','r')
end
%
else
%Currently Connected, so disconnect
%disengage the stepper motor in index 0
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setEngaged', stepperHandle,
0, 0);
start(t);
wait(t);
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidget_close', stepperHandle);
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidget_delete', stepperHandle);
stepperHandle=-1;
%Set label
set(handles.text13,'String','Not Connected.','ForegroundColor','r')
set(handles.pushbutton1,'String','Stepper
Connect','ForegroundColor','k')
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end

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton4.
function pushbutton4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%Move To the Left
global incrPerCM stepperHandle currPosition valPtr iterPerCM
loadlibrary phidget21 phidget21Matlab.h;
if stepperHandle==-1
set(handles.text13,'String','Must Connect Stepper
First.','ForegroundColor','r')
else
set(handles.text13,'String','Running...','ForegroundColor','k')
travelDist=str2double(get(handles.edit7,'String'));
%New Maximum Time to Reach Target
maxIter=travelDist*iterPerCM;
%New Position
targetPos=currPosition+(travelDist*incrPerCM);
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setTargetPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, targetPos);
ind=0; %Create an escape
while currPosition < targetPos %allow for some slop
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
ind=ind+1;
if ind > maxIter
break;
end
end
%Make sure it has reached it's target position
pause(1);
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
%set(handles.text14,'String',currPosition);
%Display 'Connected'
set(handles.text13,'String','Connected!','ForegroundColor','g')
end

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton5.
function pushbutton5_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%Move To the Right
global incrPerCM stepperHandle currPosition valPtr iterPerCM
loadlibrary phidget21 phidget21Matlab.h;
if stepperHandle==-1
set(handles.text13,'String','Must Connect Stepper
First.','ForegroundColor','r')
else
set(handles.text13,'String','Running...','ForegroundColor','k')
travelDist=str2double(get(handles.edit7,'String'));
%New Maximum Time to Reach Target
maxIter=travelDist*iterPerCM;
%New Position
targetPos=currPosition-(travelDist*incrPerCM);
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%targetPos=currPosition-400000; Used for calibration
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setTargetPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, targetPos);
ind=0; %Create an escape
while currPosition > targetPos
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
ind=ind+1;
if ind > maxIter
break;
end
end
%Make sure it has reached it's target position
pause(1);
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
%set(handles.text14,'String',currPosition);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
%Display 'Connected'
set(handles.text13,'String','Connected!','ForegroundColor','g')
end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton2.
%------------- MRM Connect------------------------function pushbutton2_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
%Define Global Variables
global MRMConsts MRMstatus
%Grab IP Address from Edit Boxes
IP1=get(handles.edit1,'String');
IP2=get(handles.edit2,'String');
IP3=get(handles.edit3,'String');
IP4=get(handles.edit4,'String');
MRMConsts.mrmIpAddr=strcat(IP1,'.',IP2,'.',IP3,'.',IP4);
%Display 'Connecting...' Message
set(handles.text7,'String','Connecting...','ForegroundColor','k')
%Run Connect Function
addpath('./MRM MATLAB Host Sample App')
[MRMstatus,MRMConsts]=MRMConnect(MRMConsts);
%Decode status variable
switch MRMstatus
case 0
set(handles.text7,'String','Connected!','ForegroundColor','g')
case 1
set(handles.text7,'String','Unable to
Connect','ForegroundColor','r')
case 2
set(handles.text7,'String','Unable to Connect: MRM sent back
the wrong packet.','ForegroundColor','r')
end

% hObject
% eventdata

handle to pushbutton2 (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton3.
%------------- Run Program------------------------function pushbutton3_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
set(handles.text11,'String','Running...','ForegroundColor','k')
%Make Pop-Out Image not an Option
set(handles.pushbutton6,'Enable','off')
%Get global variables
global MRMConsts MRMstatus incrPerCM stepperHandle currPosition valPtr
iterPerCM scanData
%Check to make sure that the stepper motor is connected.
if stepperHandle==-1
set(handles.text11,'String','Connect Stepper Motor Before
Running.','ForegroundColor','r')
return;
end
%Get MRM Connection Status
if MRMstatus==1
set(handles.text11,'String','Please Connect MRM Before
Running.','ForegroundColor','r')
return;
end
numScans=str2double(get(handles.edit5,'String'));
spacing=str2double(get(handles.edit6,'String'))./100; % spacing
converted to meters from cm
%% Passed Through Constants
const.DataPts=MRMConsts.DataPts;

%% Local Constants
suppress_max_dist=const.suppress_max_dist;
Xmin=const.Xmin;
Xmax=const.Xmax;
Ymin=const.Ymin;
Ymax=const.Ymax;
dXY=const.dXY;

%% Define grid to process
Xgrid = Xmin:dXY:Xmax; % m
Ygrid = Ymin:dXY:Ymax; % m
Zgrid = 0; % m
%Add to Scan Data
scanData.Xgrid=Xgrid;
scanData.Ygrid=Ygrid;
scanData.Xmin=Xmin;
scanData.Xmax=Xmax;
scanData.Ymin=Ymin;
scanData.Ymax=Ymax;
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[const.ygrid,const.xgrid] = ndgrid(Ygrid,Xgrid);
const.zgrid = Zgrid; % m

% m

% Make 2D image a 1D array for easier indexing.
currentIMG = zeros(1,length(Xgrid)*length(Ygrid));
const.blankIMG=currentIMG;
%% Radar Locations
% numScans=expected number of scans
%numScans=90;
%spacing=.01;
num_locs = (numScans-1)/2;
all_locs = (-num_locs:num_locs).*spacing; %spacing in meters
Xrdr = all_locs;
Yrdr = zeros(1,length(Xrdr)); % m (radar Y locations)
Zrdr = 0*ones(1,length(Xrdr)); % m (radar Z locations)
radarLocations=zeros(numScans,3);
radarLocations(:,1)=Xrdr;
radarLocations(:,2)=Yrdr;
radarLocations(:,3)=Zrdr;
scanData.radarLocations=radarLocations;
%% Create time and radial array
const.t_vec = const.Tsmp*(0:const.DataPts-1); % ns
const.x_vec = const.t_vec.*const.c.*1000./2;
%Suppress Initial Noise
const.Init_ndx = find(const.x_vec >= suppress_max_dist,1);
%% Set up area and create figure.
%Clear any previous axes
delete(get(handles.axes1,'Children'));
set(handles.axes1,'Units','normalized','Color','w','Tag','scen')
axis equal
hold on;
grid on;
xlim([Xmin Xmax])
set(handles.axes1,'XTick',Xmin:Xmax,'XTickLabel',Xmin:Xmax)
ylim([Ymin Ymax])
set(handles.axes1,'YTick',Ymin:Ymax,'YTickLabel',Ymin:Ymax)
xlabel('x [cross range] (m)')
ylabel('y [down range] (m)')
%Create empty arrays to put scan data into
scanData.rawRadarData=zeros(const.DataPts,numScans);
scanData.scanImage=zeros(length(Ygrid),length(Xgrid),numScans);
%Get Calibration Data if available
try
load calArray
catch
calArray=zeros(const.DataPts,1);
end
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%-----------------------------------------------------------------%Stepper Motor
%Total Travel Distance
travelDist=spacing*100*(numScans+1); %spacing converted to cm from m
%Store off current position as old position, so stepper can return at
end of
...the run
oldPosition=currPosition;
%New Position
targetPos=currPosition-(travelDist*incrPerCM);
%Scan Location Array (in stepper motor increments)
spacingIncr=spacing*100*incrPerCM;
scanIncrArray=(currPosition-(spacingIncr/2)):-spacingIncr:targetPos;
%scanIncrArray=(currPosition-spacingIncr):spacingIncr:(targetPos+(spacingIncr/2));
%-----------------------------------------------------------------%Send stepper motor to the target position
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setTargetPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, targetPos);
% SAR Function Call
for scan=1:numScans
%Wait for Stepper to be in position
while currPosition >= scanIncrArray(scan)
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
%set(handles.text14,'String',currPosition);
end
%Take Radar Scan
Data_raw=MRMSingleScan(MRMConsts);
scanData.rawRadarData(:,scan)=Data_raw;
%Calibrate Data
filterData=Data_raw-calArray';
%Get new Image Data
[newIMG]=updateSAR(const,filterData,radarLocations(scan,:));
%Update Image
currentIMG = currentIMG + newIMG;
displayIMG = reshape(abs(currentIMG),length(Ygrid),length(Xgrid));
displayIMG = flipdim(displayIMG,2);
%Delete Old Handle
if exist('Himg','var')
delete(Himg);
end
Himg = imagesc(Xgrid,Ygrid,displayIMG,'Parent',handles.axes1);
uistack(Himg,'bottom')
set(handles.axes1,'Layer','top')
%Add Radar Location
plot(radarLocations(scan,1),radarLocations(scan,2),'Color','k','Marker','.',
'MarkerSize',6,'LineStyle','none')
end
scanData.displayIMG=displayIMG;
%Make Pop-Out Image an Option
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set(handles.pushbutton6,'Enable','on')
%Enable Saving
set(handles.pushbutton7,'Enable','on')
%Send aperature back to beginning
%New Maximum Time to Reach Target
pause(0.5);
maxIter=abs(currPosition-oldPosition)*iterPerCM;
ind=0;
set(handles.text11,'String','Returning Home...','ForegroundColor','k')
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_setTargetPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, oldPosition);
%Get Position
while currPosition < oldPosition
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
ind=ind+1;
if ind > maxIter
break;
end
end
%Make sure it has reached it's target position
pause(1);
calllib('phidget21', 'CPhidgetStepper_getCurrentPosition',
stepperHandle, 0, valPtr);
currPosition = double(get(valPtr, 'Value'));
%set(handles.text14,'String',currPosition);
%Display Message
set(handles.text11,'String','Scan Complete!','ForegroundColor','g')

% hObject
% eventdata
% handles

handle to pushbutton3 (see GCBO)
reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton6.
function pushbutton6_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%Unpack Constants
global scanData
%Unpack
Xmin=scanData.Xmin;
Xmax=scanData.Xmax;
Ymin=scanData.Ymin;
Ymax=scanData.Ymax;
radarLocations=scanData.radarLocations;
%Pop out a savable figure
Hdl=figure();
set(Hdl,'Units','normalized','Color','w','Tag','scen')
axis equal
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hold on;
grid on;
xlim([Xmin Xmax])
%set(Hdl,'XTick',Xmin:Xmax,'XTickLabel',Xmin:Xmax)
ylim([Ymin Ymax])
%set(Hdl,'YTick',Ymin:Ymax,'YTickLabel',Ymin:Ymax)
xlabel('x [cross range] (m)')
ylabel('y [down range] (m)')
Himg=imagesc(scanData.Xgrid,scanData.Ygrid,scanData.displayIMG);
uistack(Himg,'bottom')
plot(vertcat(radarLocations(:,1)),vertcat(radarLocations(:,2)),'Color',
'k','Marker','.','MarkerSize',6,'LineStyle','none')
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton7.
function pushbutton7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to pushbutton7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
global scanData
%Pop Out Image
pushbutton6_Callback
saveName=get(handles.edit8,'String');
Hdl=gcf;
set(Hdl,'Name',saveName)
mkdir (cd,'SavedTrials');
cd SavedTrials
if exist (saveName,'dir')
close(Hdl)
cd ..
set(handles.text11,'String','Could not save. Please Create a Unique
Save Name.','ForegroundColor','r')
return;
else
mkdir (cd,saveName);
cd(saveName);
end
saveas(Hdl,saveName,'fig')
saveas(Hdl,saveName,'jpeg')
close(Hdl)
save(saveName,'scanData')
%Get Back to Current Directory
cd ..
cd ..
%Message
set(handles.text11,'String','Successfully
Saved!','ForegroundColor','g')
%Disable for Saving (Already Saved)
set(handles.pushbutton7,'Enable','off')
function edit1_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles

structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit1 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit1 as
a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit1_CreateFcn(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit2_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit2 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit2 as
a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit3_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit3 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit3 as
a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit3_CreateFcn(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit4_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit4 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit4 as
a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit4_CreateFcn(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit5_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit5 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit5 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit5 as
a double
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit5_CreateFcn(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit5 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit6_Callback(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit6 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit6 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit6 as
a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit6_CreateFcn(hObject, futureUnusedVariable, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit6 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit7 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit7 as
a double
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit7_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end

function edit8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit8 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit8 as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit8 as
a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit8_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to edit8 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
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Update	
  SAR	
  Code	
  
function [IMG]=updateSAR(const,newRadarData,newRadarLocation)
%% Unpack Constants
DataPts=const.DataPts;
Tsmp=const.Tsmp;
f0=const.f0;
% GHz
c = const.c;
% m/ps
t_vec=const.t_vec;
x_vec=const.x_vec;
Init_ndx=const.Init_ndx;
suppress_init_noise=const.suppress_init_noise;
% Suppression factor
suppression_factor = const.suppression_factor;
% Check side lobes by removing intermediate scans
% 1 - remove intermediate scans
% 0 - use raw data
side_lobe_chk = const.side_lobe_chk;
% # of scans used per scan used
sl_spacing = const.sl_spacing;
%Radar Locations
Xrdr=newRadarLocation(1);
Yrdr=newRadarLocation(2);
Zrdr=newRadarLocation(3);
%Grid
zgrid=const.zgrid;
ygrid=const.ygrid;
xgrid=const.xgrid;
IMG=const.blankIMG;
%%
A_Data = newRadarData; %1x576
Data = A_Data;
[R,C] = size(Data);
%add code to check to make sure data is correct size (1x576)
if ~((R==1)&&(C==DataPts))
error('newRadarData is the wrong size.');
end
if suppress_init_noise == 1
Short_Data = Data(:,1:Init_ndx)./suppression_factor;
Far_ndx = find(x_vec >= 2,1);
Far_Data = Data(:,Far_ndx:end)./suppression_factor;
Data(:,1:Init_ndx) = Short_Data;
Data(:,Far_ndx:end)=Far_Data;
end
diff = Data;
%figure();
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%plot(x_vec,Data);
if side_lobe_chk == 1
sl_vec = 1:sl_spacing:1;
SL_Data = diff(sl_vec,:);
clear diff;
diff = SL_Data;
else
sl_vec = 1:1:1;
end
%% SAR
SAR_Data = diff;
time = t_vec;
% Process back projection
% Create complex I&Q data from scans.
z = complex(zeros(1,length(time)),zeros(1,length(time)));
z(1,:) = hilbert(SAR_Data(1,:));
%Process scans to create image.
W = ones(1,length(Xrdr));
% Distance and time for each grid point to this radar location.
Dgrid = sqrt((xgrid - Xrdr).^2 + (ygrid - Yrdr).^2 + (zgrid Zrdr).^2);
Tgrid = 2*Dgrid/(c*1e3);
% Index into scan and error between integer index and actual value.
Igrid = reshape(round(Tgrid/Tsmp),1,[]);
dIgrid = reshape(Tgrid/Tsmp,1,[]) - Igrid;
% Only keep indices that are within the scan.
It = Igrid >= 1 & Igrid <= length(time);
% Accumulate image grid points.
% 1) Retrieve scan value at index.
% 2) Correct phase using error from index rounding.
% 3) Apply weighting function.
IMG(It) =
W*z(1,Igrid(It)).*exp(1j*2*pi*const.f0*dIgrid(It)*const.Tsmp);

